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ABSTRACT With the continuous increase in avenues of personal data generation, privacy protection has
become a hot research topic resulting in various proposed mechanisms to address this social issue. The
main technical solutions for guaranteeing a user’s privacy are encryption, pseudonymization, anonymization,
differential privacy (DP), and obfuscation. Despite the success of other solutions, anonymization has been
widely used in commercial settings for privacy preservation because of its algorithmic simplicity and low
computing overhead. It facilitates unconstrained analysis of published data that DP and the other latest
techniques cannot offer, and it is a mainstream solution for responsible data science. In this paper, we present
a comprehensive analysis of clustering-based anonymization mechanisms (CAMs) that have been recently
proposed to preserve both privacy and utility in data publishing. We systematically categorize the existing
CAMs based on heterogeneous types of data (tables, graphs, matrixes, etc.), and we present an up-to-date,
extensive review of existing CAMs and the metrics used for their evaluation. We discuss the superiority and
effectiveness of CAMs over traditional anonymization mechanisms. We highlight the significance of CAMs
in different computing paradigms, such as social networks, the internet of things, cloud computing, AI,
and location-based systems with regard to privacy preservation. Furthermore, we present various proposed
representative CAMs that compromise individual privacy, rather than safeguarding it. Besides, this article
provides an extended knowledge (e.g., key assertion(s), strengths, weaknesses, clusteringmethods used in the
anonymization process, and %age improvements in quantitative results) about each technique that provides
a clear view of how much this topic has been investigated thus far, and what are the research gaps that seek
pertinent solutions in the near future. Finally, we discuss the technical challenges of applying CAMs, and
we suggest promising opportunities for future research. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to systematically cover current CAMs involving different data types and computing paradigms.

INDEX TERMS Privacy, utility, anonymization, personal data, clustering, social networks, differential
privacy, pseudonymization, encryption, de-anonymization, responsible data science, artificial intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advances in information and communications
technologies, personal data have become an economic
resource that can assist data owners (hospitals, banks,
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insurance companies, social networking service providers,
etc.) in fulfilling the needs/expectations of their affiliates in
a seamless manner. With the huge proliferation of pervasive
computing and digital tools, data owners are obtaining huge
and varied amounts of personal data for financial gain.
In recent years, collections of personal big data (i.e., private
data produced in the daily lives/work of individuals) have
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become valuable assets in the data market, and have replaced
oil as the most economical resource [1]. The huge amount of
collected personal data often encompasses information about
an individual’s demographics, spatial-temporal activities,
photographs, finances, political/religious views, interests,
hobbies, social circle information, and medical status,
to name just a few types. Outsourcing the collected data
to analytics firms/companies in order to extract relevant
information regarding consumers can help companies sustain
a competitive advantage, but privacy problems are the main
hurdle in doing so [2]. Due to privacy issues, companies
often prefer not to outsource their consumer/customer
data to legitimate information consumers for knowledge
discovery. The three common privacy issues that can occur
as a result of data outsourcing based on users’ attributes
are disclosures of identity, sensitive information, and
memberships [3].

According to a survey in the United States [4], unique
identification of individuals is possible at very different
percentages based on the following combinations of three
attributes:

• zip code (five-digits), date of birth, gender→ 87%
• place of residence, date of birth, gender→ 50%
• country of origin, date of birth, gender→ 18%

User attributes such as date of birth, gender, zip code,
race, and country of origin are called quasi-identifiers
(QIDs). These QIDs in personal data can increase the
chances of disclosing identities and corresponding sensi-
tive attributes (SAs) [5]. To address these privacy issues,
personal data are usually anonymized before publication.
The technical solutions for protecting an individual’s privacy
in personal data handling are obfuscation, encryption,
anonymization, and pseudonymization. However, due to low
computing overhead and algorithmic simplicity, anonymiza-
tion has been used extensively in commercial settings for
privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP) and was recently
legislated in some advanced countries [6]. It employs many
anonymization operations, such as generalization, suppres-
sion, randomization, slicing, and derived records, in order to
strike a balance between privacy and utility in PPDP.

Primarily, most anonymization approaches are applied
to tabular/relational data. The well-known anonymization
approaches applied to tabular data are k-anonymity [7],
`-diversity [8], and t-closeness [9]. These models showed
remarkable results in terms of privacy preservation in the
early days. However, they proved unsuccessful against certain
contemporary privacy threats, and many refinements have
been proposed to upgrade them [10], [11]. Some other
developments (a.k.a. utility enhancements) have emerged in
parallel to meet the needs of data analysts by keeping most
data characteristics as close as possible to the original. For
example, in 2006, differential privacy (DP) [12] was proposed
for dynamic scenarios (e.g., query-answer). Afterwards,
researchers extended the anonymization concepts from
tabular data to social networking (SN) data in order to protect

user privacy in graph publishing [13], [14]. For example,
the k-anonymity concept for tabular data was modified to k-
degree anonymity in order to preserve privacy in social graph
G(U ,V ), whereU denotes SN users, and V is the set of edges
modeling the relationship between users [15]. In recent years,
anonymization approaches have been rigorously applied to
diverse data formats (matrixes, tables, graphs, text, traces,
multimedia, documents, etc.) for privacy preservation under
multiple computing paradigms, such as the internet of things
(IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) environments, and cloud
computing. In this paper, we focus on clustering-based
anonymization mechanisms (CAMs) that have shown
remarkable improvements over traditional approaches in
preserving both privacy and utility in recent years.

Previous reviews related to PPDP have covered important
aspects, such as relational/graph anonymization techniques,
privacy models and their extensions, anonymization opera-
tions, data anonymity frameworks, privacy-protection tools,
and evaluation metrics used by the PPDP mechanisms.
Rajendran et al. [16] discussed the strengths and weaknesses
of three famous anonymity models: k-anonymity, `-diversity,
and t-closeness. Tran and Hu [17] provided a systematic
review of big data analytics that preserves privacy. Other
authors have discussed many generic privacy-preserving
approaches for data querying, data publishing, and data
mining. A few surveys have been published on outsourc-
ing SN users’ data while preserving privacy [18], [19].
Some authors have discussed various ways for preserving
node/edge privacy when sharing G with third parties.
Sharma et al. [20] discussed privacy concerns and corre-
sponding privacy-preserving techniques for big data. Majeed
and Lee [21] presented a detailed review of anonymiza-
tion approaches that were applied to tabular and graph
data. Cunha et al. [22] discussed various anonymization
approaches for different data types, and provided a detailed
taxonomy of privacy protection mechanisms and tools.
Recently, a survey on privacy preservation in social media
networks was published [23]. Although we fully affirm the
key findings of previous reviews, the concepts/approaches
covered in those reviews were limited, and CAMs were not
covered thoroughly. To the best of our knowledge, none of
the existing reviews covered CAMs that have been proposed
for different computing paradigms and heterogeneous data
formats. To close the gap, this paper presents a comprehensive
review of anonymization techniques that employ clustering
concepts while converting raw data into anonymized data.
The major contributions of this article to the PPDP field are
summarized as follows.
• We summarize the key findings of state-of-the-art
(SOTA) clustering-based anonymization mechanisms
that have been proposed for the effective resolution of
privacy and utility trade-offs in PPDP.

• We systematically categorize existing CAMs into het-
erogeneous data formats, including SN (i.e., social
graphs), relational (i.e., tabular), transactional (i.e., set),
and trace, and present an up-to-date, thorough review
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the paper’s structure (i.e., main sections/headings and key contents enclosed under each section).

of the latest anonymization techniques and metrics
employed for their evaluations.

• We describe the role of CAMs regarding privacy
preservation in different computing paradigms, such
as cloud computing, the IoT, location-based services,
AI-powered services, and application-specific SN sce-
narios (community clustering, collaborative filtering,
privacy-aware recommendations, graph mining, etc.)
that remained unexplored in the recent literature.

• This paper highlights various representative CAMs that
are exploited by malevolent adversaries in order to
compromise user privacy from published data (i.e.,
unique re-identification across SN sites, SA disclosures,
and inferring private data).

• We discuss many latest and real-time computing (RTC)
applications that leverage personal data, and highlight
privacy development in each RTC application.

• We present the technical challenges in protecting user
privacy by using CAMs, and list potential avenues for
future research to address contemporary privacy threats.

• This is the first work focusing on CAMs from a broader
perspective that can provide a solid foundation for future
developments in the PPDP area.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II presents the background of the privacy concept,
on personal information enclosed in multiple data types,
on well-known privacy threats, on privacy protection tech-
niques and their operations, and on the role of machine
learning (ML) techniques in the information privacy domain.
Section III presents an overview of the PPDP process,
conceptual overview of CAMs, and superiority of CAMs over
traditional anonymization methods. Section IV provides an
overview of the 10 most widely used data formats and the
corresponding SOTA CAMs for each data format. Section V
discusses the significance of CAMs in the emerging comput-
ing paradigms. Section VI highlights the dark side of CAMs
in terms of privacy breaches. Then, we discuss the challenges
of CAMs and suggest promising avenues for future research
in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
Figure 1 demonstrate the high level structure of this survey
paper.

As shown in Figure 1, we categorize the structure of this
survey paper based on the complexity of information in a
sequential manner (i.e., the information complexity increase
down the order). For example, in Section II, we present the
basic knowledge about the subject matter including the scope
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of privacy as a whole, ten different data types in which
personal data is usually represented, and privacy threats based
on the data types (i.e., edge disclosure can occur only in
a graph data), the taxonomy of major privacy-enhancing
technologies, and role of AI in privacy area from three
perspectives. In Section III, we demonstrate an overview of
the system where CAMs are used followed by their working
principle. In Section IV, we present an overview of different
data styles andCAMs applications on them. Later, we analyze
SOTA CAMs used for each data type with a detailed analysis
of each technique. In Section V, we show the CAMs applica-
tion in multiple computing paradigms along with a detailed
analysis. Basically, Sections IV and V show the bright sides
of CAMs. In Section VI, we show the dark sides of the CAMs
along with the critical analysis of each study. In Section VII,
we highlight open challenges and future research opportuni-
ties in detail. Finally, we summarize the key points of this
article and the conclusion of CAMs in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND
Privacy has countless shades/definitions and is very sub-
jective (i.e., the perception of it varies from individual to
individual) [24]. In simple words, privacy is about safeguard-
ing private information against prying eyes (a.k.a. public
access) [25]. Privacy is regarded as one of the fundamental
human rights and is vital for autonomy, individualism, and
self-respect. The scope of privacy can be classified into four
distinct categories, as shown in Figure 2. This review focuses
on the first category (information privacy), which includes
systems/infrastructures that gather, store, analyze, utilize, and
disseminate personal data.

FIGURE 2. Description of the scope of privacy (adapted from [26]).

Personal data can be represented in different formats,
including tables, graphs, text, sets, and images. For example,
SN data are frequently modeled/represented with graphs.
Moreover, hospitals/clinics mostly store and process per-
sonal data in a tabular form. Superstores usually manage
consumer/customer data in set-valued form. In contrast,
some sectors handle personal data in a continuous fashion
called streams. Figure 3 presents a generic overview of

FIGURE 3. Overview of user data in four different styles (e.g., tables,
graphs, sets, and strems).

the four different types/styles in which personal data are
encompassed. In some cases, the same personal data can
be consistently modeled in multiple formats. For instance,
SN users’ data can be presented in both graphs and tables.
Personal information that needs privacy preservation can be
of different types (diseases, photos, income, etc.) and can be
encompassed in any one of the above data formats (tables,
traces, set-valued, etc.). We present a detailed overview of
personal information enclosed in different data types/styles
in Figure 4. These can be classified as unstructured, semi-
structured, and structured [22].

FIGURE 4. Generic overview of different types of data and personal
information enclosed in them.

Privacy threats can also vary depending upon the style of
the data and the corresponding personal information enclosed
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in each style (a.k.a. type). We provide a brief overview of
privacy threats that can be executed on different data styles
as follows.
• Table: identity disclosure, SA disclosure, membership
disclosure, privacy-intrusive pattern revelation, group
privacy theft, association rules extraction, etc.

• Graph: node re-identification, connection/ relationship
disclosure, edge/vertex label disclosure, affiliation dis-
closure, multiple SN account disclosure, community
label disclosure, etc.

• Matrix/Set: sensitive itemset disclosures, purchase his-
tory theft, financial status disclosure, spatial-temporal
activities disclosure, transport usage data disclosure, etc.

• Traces/Logs: location disclosure, trajectory disclo-
sures, mobility pattern disclosures, spatial-temporal stay
points disclosure, web-search disclosure, sensitive place
visit disclosure, interaction disclosures, etc.

• Documents: intimate details of someone’s life, medi-
cal/prescription history disclosure, income tax exposure,
personal data disclosure, genomics data disclosure, etc.

• Text: intent disclosures, opinion disclosures, political
party affiliation disclosure, personal preferences dis-
closure, social circle information disclosure, content
disclosure, etc.

• Stream: diagnosis history, illegitimate data aggregation,
stalking of individuals, targeted profiling, patterns in
web searches, interest disclosures, mobility disclosure,
location disclosure, etc.

• Multimedia: facial privacy disclosures (a.k.a. identity
disclosure), SA disclosure, appearance disclosure, polit-
ical affiliation disclosure, sensitive/controversial place
visit disclosures, sensitive information predictions,
itemset disclosures, surveillance data disclosure, hidden
profiling, etc.

• Hybrid: multiple and intrusive high-privacy disclosures
mentioned in the above data styles.

To safeguard user privacy against prying eyes, multiple
privacy protection approaches have been proposed for the
secure collection, processing, analysis, utilization, and pub-
lication of personal data. We present a taxonomy of famous
approaches in Figure 5, along with their concise descriptions
and main operations. The main operations performed in
each approach have benefits/liabilities in terms of computing
complexity, conceptual simplicity, robustness, effectiveness
in the privacy/usefulness trade-off, number of iterations,
and resource utilization. For example, suppression and
generalization operations have a distinct impact on privacy
and utility, respectively. The former provides a higher level of
privacy, but no utility for information consumers. In contrast,
the latter sustains better utility and privacy in anonymized
data. In addition, cryptography-based operations are mostly
slow, but enable trans-border data flow, and provide rigorous
privacy guarantees. These operations have been widely
used in interactive scenarios (e.g., the IoT, SN, edge/cloud
computing). Obfuscation-based approaches are highly use-
ful in preserving the privacy of geo-spatial data (i.e.,

FIGURE 5. Taxonomy of privacy protection approaches used for
safeguarding an individual’s privacy.

mobility and trajectories) by incorporating a fair amount of
noise. The operations performed by pseudonymization-based
approaches assist in hiding sensitive data by replacing them
with pseudonyms. These approaches are mainly preferred in
vehicular networks and smart-home environments. Finally,
the hybrid approaches perform multiple operations, jointly
considering the type of data, the characteristics of the
attributes, and the objectives of privacy/utility in order tomeet
privacy/utility expectations [27]. All these approaches have
been widely used in preserving both privacy and utility in
different computing paradigms.

FIGURE 6. Significance of AI in information privacy domain (adapted
from [28].

In recent years, AI approaches have opened up new chal-
lenges and opportunities in the privacy protection domain.
On one hand, they have enhanced the capabilities of existing
privacy-preserving approaches in effectively preserving a
user’s privacy. On the other hand, they have become a target
of malevolent adversaries, and can still allow disclosure of
sensitive information. Majeed et al. [29] applied AI concepts
to improve performance from the traditional anonymity
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approach to privacy and utility preservation. In contrast,
Park and Lim [30] proposed the idea of securing federated
learning (FL) using homomorphic encryption. In the com-
ing years, privacy-preserving approaches will benefit from
AI-based approaches, and vice versa. In line with this trend,
synergy between AI and privacy-preserving approaches can
be categorized from three aspects (as shown in Figure 6).
Although many SA-specific, data-specific, application/

threat-specific, domain-specific, attack-specific, sector-
specific, and AI-based privacy-preserving approaches
have been devised, clustering-based privacy-preserving
approaches have improved traditional anonymization in
different contexts. Therefore, the remainder of this
review solely explores clustering-based anonymization
approaches/developments in the context of PPDP.

III. OVERVIEW OF PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA
PUBLISHING AND CAMs
In this section, we discuss the overview of PPDP and
CAMs. Specifically, we discuss the life cycle of PPDP, the
basic concepts of CAMs, and the superiority of CAMs over
traditional anonymization algorithms.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE LIFE CYCLE OF PPDP
The typical PPDP process encompasses six steps, all
of which, along with their execution order, are shown
in Figure 7. In Step A, appropriate data are collected
from relevant individuals. Examples of data collection are
account-opening procedures in a bank, or a check-up from
a diagnostic center. In both of these scenarios, some basic
information (i.e., QIs) as well as sensitive information (i.e.,
SAs), is obtained. Subsequently, the collected data are stored
in safe repositories/databases for further analysis (Step B).
Storage can be in graph form (e.g., SN data) or tabular
form (e.g., hospital/bank data) depending upon the nature
of the collected data. Due to the recent advancements in
technology, storage capacity has become sufficiently large,
and all types of data can be stored for utilization in multiple
contexts. In Step C , pre-processing is applied to the collected
data. During this step, the data are cleaned (outliers and
missing values are removed, formatting and type checking
is performed, and redundant records are removed). In Step
D, the cleaned data from Step C are anonymized. During
data anonymization, the original data aremodified to preserve
privacy, leaving the anonymized dataset useful for analysis.
In Step E , anonymized data are published for analysis and
data mining. In the final step, analytics is applied to the
published data to extract useful information for hypothesis
generation/verification.

FIGURE 7. Overview of the life cycle of the PPDP process.

A conceptual overview of the anonymization process
applied on raw data for PPDP is demonstrated in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. High level overview of the anonymization process (i.e.,
converting raw data → de-identified data) used for PPDP, and main focus
of this study.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE CLUSTERING BASED
ANONYMIZATION APPROACHES USED FOR PPDP
Thus far, many anonymization approaches have been pro-
posed to address privacy and utility issues in PPDP-leveraging
clustering concepts. We illustrate a generic overview of
the clustering concept in Figure 9. The anonymization of
clusters is mainly the same as anonymizing QI groups
(a.k.a. equivalence classes) in the traditional anonymization
approaches (k-anonymity, `-diversity, t-closeness, and their
extensions). The CAMs have been extensively studied in the
recent literature for privacy preservation due to improved
privacy and utility results. Furthermore, the anonymized data
produced by the CAMs are helpful for secondary purposes
(e.g., demography-based disease analysis, policy-making,
future event predictions).

FIGURE 9. Generic overview of the clustering concept.
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C. THE SUPERIORITY OF CLUSTERING-BASED
APPROACHES OVER TRADITIONAL ANONYMIZATION
APPROACHES
The clustering-based approaches have revolutionized the
information privacy domain in many aspects. For instance,
the k-anonymity model enforces a constraint on the number
of people in a QI-group/class, and usually retains k people
in the QI group. In contrast, CAMs can remove such hard
constraints and can keep the same people in the cluster,
regardless of their strengths in using the similarity/distance
concept. The mathematical expression used to compute
similarity (S) between two users (or between a user and the
cluster center) is given in Eq. 1:

S(u1, u2) =

∑p
i=1 u1i × u2i√(∑p

i=1 u1i
)2
×

√(∑p
i=1 u2i

)2 (1)

where i denotes the QIs, and p represents the total number of
QIs. From Eq. 1, S values between users and cluster centers
can be computed, and clusters can be formed.

In CAMs, multiple checks are performed for each
record in order to find the best-matching cluster that
ensures homogeneity in clusters. In contrast, the traditional
anonymization approaches usually assign records to a QI
group by performing a single check (leading to imprecise
utility results in most cases). Since traditional anonymization
approaches often ignore similarity/distance concepts while
making the groups/classes, the generalization intervals are
very wide, which can lead to false hypothesis generation
in the end. In contrast, CAMs employ distance/similarity
concepts, and therefore, the possibility of false hypothesis
generation is relatively low. Furthermore, CAMs can control
the issue of over-generalization, and an anonymized dataset
produced by them has better utility and privacy. Analytical
and data mining tasks can be performed with sufficient
accuracy. In contrast, traditional anonymization often leads
to imprecise analysis results by introducing heavier changes
in the anonymized data. Furthermore, CAMs have the ability
to control the heavier changes during data anonymization,
which can pave the way for better resolution of privacy versus
utility.

The anonymized data produced by CAMs enable better
understanding of differences among commonalities, and of
commonalities among the differences. Furthermore, CAMs
are vital for enhancing the performance of knowledge-
based systems/applications. CAMs have the ability to con-
trol inaccurate decision-making, and they enable a better
understanding of patterns/trends from the anonymized data.
In addition, CAMs are flexible, meaning they can be applied
to different data styles with minor modifications. CAMs
can yield consistent performance with different data styles
and domains. CAMs have the ability to produce promising
results in big data platforms such as MapReduce, Spark, and
Hadoop. Recently, CAMs have also been extensively applied
to unsuitable/imbalanced data in order to meet analytics

demands [31]. In the coming years, application areas for
CAMs are likely to expand to many domains.

IV. CLUSTERING-BASED ANONYMITY MECHANISMS FOR
HETEROGENEOUS DATA TYPES/STYLES
In this section, we describe the effectiveness of CAMs on
heterogeneous data, and we present SOTA approaches for
each data type. We chose 10 representative data styles for
the analysis: tables, graphs, matrixes, traces, documents, text,
streams, logs, multimedia, and hybrids. We discuss basic
concepts with an example of each style before discussing
SOTA CAMs in Table 1.

A. CAMs FOR TABULAR DATA
Most data owners, such as banks, hospitals, and insurance
companies, maintain their patient/customer/subscriber data
in tabular form. Data storage, analysis, utilization, and
distribution are relatively easier in tabular form, compared
to other styles. A table, T , is a combination of rows and
columns. Each row of T provides complete information about
an individual, whereas a column is for one item (e.g., age)
concerning the individuals. A generic overview of a common
structure of T for a sample of 9000 individuals is shown in
Eq. 2:

Tusers,attributes

=


ui QI1 QI2 · · · QIp S
u1 vQI1 vQI2 · · · vQI3 v1
u2 vQI1 vQI2 · · · vQI3 v2
u3 vQI1 vQI2 · · · vQI3 v1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

uN vQI1 vQI2 · · · vQI3 vn



=


ui QI1=age QI2=sex QIp = race S = disease
1 29 M · · · Black Flu
2 38 F · · · White Rhinitis
3 59 F · · · White Cancer
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

9000 37 M · · · Black Leukemia


(2)

where each row represents complete information about a
user, including basic attributes (i.e., QIDs) as well as SAs.
Moreover, each column represents one item (e.g., age or
salary) related to all users.

Many approaches have been proposed to anonymize T .
Well-known anonymization models (e.g., k-anonymity,
`-diversity, t-closeness, and their extensions) were primarily
applied to tabular data only. Later, theywere extended to other
styles of data. CAMs have improved various drawbacks in
these models with regard to computing efficiency, privacy,
and utility preservation. Figure 10 presents an overview of
tabular data anonymization using the clustering concept. The
original T to be anonymized with the clustering technique
is shown in Figure 10 (a). In Figure 10 (b), the clustering
technique has been applied to T , and corresponding clustered
results are shown. As seen in Figure 10 (b), record placement
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FIGURE 10. Overview of tabular data anonymization using clustering
concepts (adapted from Ref. [32]).

has been changed, and users have been grouped into
different clusters. In the last step, anonymized data T ′ was
generated. T ′ can be outsourced to information consumers for
analytical/data-mining purposes.

B. CAMs FOR GRAPH DATA
Social network data are usually modeled/represented with the
help of a social graph. Social graph G can contain n users,
and each user can havem edges/connections with other users.
Multiple ways exist to represent SN user data. In Figure 11,
we illustrate the four most widely used representations of
SN data via G. Anonymization approaches generally modify
the structure of G to preserve both privacy and utility. The
anonymization approaches devised for one type of represen-
tation cannot be directly applied to another type of G. The
five main approaches used for privacy-preserving SN-data
publishing are G modification, G generalization/clustering,
DP-based approaches to G anonymization, privacy-aware
G computation, and hybrid G anonymity methods [33].

FIGURE 11. Overview of SN data representation using different versions
of G (adapted from [21]).

In this work, our focus is on clustering-based anonymization,
and therefore, we discuss concepts and examples related to
clustering-based approaches.

CAMs usually partition G into various non-overlapping
clusters, and then generalize the clusters to either super nodes
or edges. An overview of clustering-based anonymization of
G is shown in Figure 12.

FIGURE 12. Overview of G anonymization using a CAM.

In Figure 12, G encompasses seven vertices and two QIs
used as input for CAMs. The CAMpartitions thisG into three
non-overlapping clusters by exploiting similarities between
QIs. Finally, a generalized/anonymized G is obtained with
three super nodes. For the sake of simplicity, we denote
only three clusters with distinct shapes. The ordered pair
of numbers in each super node represents the numbers of
users and intra-cluster edges. Zero in a super node indicates
no edge/connection between the users. Recently, there has
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been an increasing focus on developing CAMs for data
encompassed in G.

C. CAMs FOR SET-VALUED/MATRIX DATA
Superstores usually store and process user data in set-
valued/matrix form. The complete set of data in this regard
is known as a transactional database. These transactional
datasets contain multiple records, called transactions, which
encompass a set of items (e.g., products purchased or
diagnosis codes). Such datasets have higher applicability in
biomedical studies, e-commerce, and recommender systems.
Many approaches have been developed for anonymizing
set-valued data [34]. We demonstrate an overview of
set-valued data anonymization with the clustering concept in
Figure 13. In Figure 13 (a), original data to be anonymized
are shown, whereas Figure 13 (b) shows the anonymized
data. Due to the significant advancements in recommender
systems, transactional database anonymization has become a
hot research topic.

FIGURE 13. Overview of set-valued data anonymization using a CAM
(adapted from [35]).

D. CAMs FOR TRACE DATA
Web searches, network usage, and mobility data are mostly
collected, stored, and processed in trace form. Trace data hold
spatial-temporal and detailed information about individuals.
The anonymization of trace data has become a hot research
topic, especially in the era of COVID-19. The contact
tracing apps used in this pandemic mainly store individuals’
movements for contact tracing purposes. Furthermore, trace
data have been widely used in analytics and recommender
systems. However, anonymization of trace data is very
challenging due to the existence of multiple fields and
high dimensionality. In the trace data, there exist multiple
fields such as time of day, protocol, IP address, and many
other fields. We demonstrate an overview of clustering-based
anonymization of trace data with a single field (e.g., the
IP address) in Figure 14. C1 and C2 refer to cluster 1 and
cluster 2, respectively.

E. CAMs FOR DOCUMENT DATA
Sensitive data, such as medical histories, newspapers, con-
versations, reports, agreements, etc., are mostly enclosed in
document form. In recent years, anonymization of document
data has become a very hot research topic [37], [38].
Various techniques, from natural language processing (named

FIGURE 14. Overview of trace data anonymization using a CAM (adapted
from [36]).

entity recognition) combined with clustering concepts (e.g.,
k-means) are employed to anonymize textual data of
documents. We present in Figure 15 anonymization of text
data in a document format.

FIGURE 15. Overview of documents data anonymization using a CAM
(adapted from [39]).

F. CAMs FOR TEXT DATA
With the rapid adoption of SN across the globe, text
data including posts/comments encompass a variety of
personal data that need privacy preservation from malevolent
adversaries. Due to the inclusion of personal data in texts and
blogs, privacy preservation has become challenging for SN
service providers. Similarly, privacy preservation in clinical
text by detecting and anonymizing sensitive data items has
also become a vibrant area of research in recent years [40].
We present an overview of text data anonymization in
Figure 16. CAMs usually anonymize cluster names and other
sensitive data items from multiple texts.

FIGURE 16. Overview of text data anonymization using a CAM (adapted
from [41]).

G. CAMs FOR LOGS DATA
Web searches, website usage, communication frequency, and
SN usage data are mostly collected, stored, and processed in
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log form. Web search logs are useful in many respects, but
present the possibility of misuse. Since logs are distinct, com-
pared to other data styles, many aspects (such as diversity)
can easily lead to privacy breaches and hidden data collection.
This necessitates the need to develop anonymization methods
and solutions specific to this data style/environment. CAMs
are highly applicable to log data for privacy preservation [42].
We demonstrate an overview of log data anonymization
in Figure 17. In clustering-based anonymization, similar
attributes are combined to effectively address the privacy-
utility trade-off, and storage capacity [43].

FIGURE 17. Overview of logs data anonymization using a CAM.

H. CAMs FOR STREAM DATA
With the emergence of the cloud and the edge computing
paradigm, many real-time services have been developed for
healthcare and intelligent prediction. In these environments,
data are usually collected in real time. The main term
used to denote this kind of data is stream. Stream data
have many potential benefits in time-sensitive and IoT-based
applications. Privacy preservation in stream data has been
extensively studied in recent years [44]–[46]. Stream data
are usually collected in tuples; hence, privacy preservation
is more challenging, compared to other types of data [47].
We present an overview of stream data anonymization using
a CAM in Figure 18. With stream data, anonymization
approaches generally employ the widowing concept during
conversion of raw data into anonymized data.

FIGURE 18. Overview of stream data anonymization using a CAM
(adapted from [48]).

I. CAMs FOR MULTIMEDIA DATA
With the rapid developments of SN services, multime-
dia data (i.e., images and video) have become a rich
source of interaction among people. People increasingly

use multimedia for a variety of purposes, such as shar-
ing events, historical places visited, workplace activities,
photographs, etc. Due to a significant rise in multimedia
data generation and consumption, privacy protection has
become necessary on multiple platforms. We present an
overview of image data anonymization using CAM in
Figure 19. Apart from image data, video also needs privacy
protection from prying eyes [49]. Hence, privacy protection
of multimedia data has been extensively studied in recent
times.

FIGURE 19. Overview of image data anonymization using a CAM (adapted
from [50]).

J. CAMs FOR HYBRID DATA
In hybrid data, more than one style is used to represent
personal data. For example, SN data can be modeled with
the help of tables and graphs. The anonymization of hybrid
data can be performed just like it is with an individual data
style. However, the number of operations can be higher
with the hybrid data style, compared to the single data
style. Mohapatra and Patra [112] discussed clustering-based
anonymization of hybrid data (e.g., tables and graphs).
The proposed approach has the ability to represent data in
both table and graph. Recently, some CAMs have focused
on securing personal data with higher dimensional hybrid
data [113]–[115]. With the rapid developments of many
digital infrastructures, hybrid data have been increasingly
used in knowledge-based systems, and therefore, privacy
preservation is more urgent.

In recent years, many CAMs have been developed
for each data style explained above, achieving multiple
objectives (privacy-preserving data analytics, data mining,
analytical tasks, securing IoT-based infrastructure, and secur-
ing personal data from AI-based systems/manipulations).
We provide a systematic analysis of SOTA CAMs used for
different data styles in Table 1.

The SOTA CAMs listed in Table 1 have resolved many
privacy-related issues in different contexts while guarantee-
ing utility from the anonymized data. Furthermore, these
approaches were extensively used for privacy preservation
in different computing paradigms, such as edge computing,
the IoT, cloud computing, and SN. In Table 2, we present
an in-depth analysis in terms of strength and weaknesses of
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TABLE 1. Summaries and comparisons of recently proposed SOTA CAMs for heterogenous data types.

each SOTA approach listed in Table 1. This comprehensive
analysis of the approaches stated in Table 2 can pave the way
for understanding existing developments aswell as improving
them from multiple perspectives. In Table 2, we categorized
the nature of each existing study into one of the three
types, theoretical, practical, and/or conceptual. Theoretical
studies have not been deployed to some real-world scenarios,
and limited experiments were conducted to prove their
persuasiveness against major privacy threats. In contrast,
practical approaches have been deployed to some real-
world case, and their evaluation was performed rigorously
using real-world benchmark datasets. Furthermore, in most
practical approaches, attention was paid to both metrics (i.e.,
privacy and utility). Lastly, conceptual studies have presented
only proof-of-concepts or ablation analysis, and their efficacy
through detailed experiments is yet to be investigated.

The evaluation metrics employed by CAMs can vary
based on data style, attack scenario, and target application.
We present in Table 3 a generic overview of the metrics
employed by SOTA CAMs. Apart from the famous privacy
and utility metrics listed in Table 3, some SOTA CAMs have
improved the performance-time, scalability, resource con-
sumption, and other data-related issues in the PPDP process
(noise, imbalance, dimensionality, outliers, etc.) [125]–[129].
Furthermore, some studies also used application-specific
metrics to quantify the level of privacy and utility
[130]–[132]. In many real-world cases, the privacy measured
by one evaluation metric may not be monotonic. Hence,
some approaches have suggested employing a metrics suite
(i.e., multiple metrics), rather than relying on one or two
metrics, while evaluating performance of anonymization
methods [116], [133]. With the rapid increase in the diversity
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TABLE 2. Detailed analysis (i.e., strengths and weaknesses) of the SOTA studies presented in Table 1.

TABLE 3. Summaries of evaluation metrics used by CAMs.

of privacy threats, and the ever-changing landscape of
attacker capabilities, the development of accurate privacy
and utility evaluation metrics has become more urgent
than ever. Lastly, we present a quantitative analysis (e.g.,
average results) of SOTA studies included in each category
(i.e., tables/graphs) in terms of privacy preservation and
utility enhancement in Figure 20. From the analysis, it can
be observed that CAMs can improve the privacy and

utility results significantly. The higher improvements in the
utility results are due to the distance/similarity concepts
adoption in the clustering process. Through quantitative
analysis of each study, we found that the lowest and
highest values of the utility improvements were 5% and
90%, respectively. In contrast, the lowest and highest
improvements in privacy results were 3.1% and 35 %,
respectively.
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FIGURE 20. Quantitative analysis of CAMs proposed for different data
types.

V. SIGNIFICANCE OF CAMs IN DIFFERENT COMPUTING
PARADIGMS
In this section, we emphasize the significance of CAMs
in multiple computing paradigms with regard to privacy
preservation in different contexts. For example, in SN,
CAMs not only help with privacy preservation in data
publishing, but they are also used to support multiple
applications involving personal data (e.g., community detec-
tion/clustering, information diffusion, privacy-aware graph

FIGURE 21. Overview of emerging computing paradigms.

computation, and sensitive topic diffusion, to name a few).
Hence, it is vital to provide thorough perspectives on CAMs
in different emerging computing paradigms along with recent
SOTA approaches. We demonstrate an overview of the five
emerging computing paradigms along with concise details
of data sources in Figure 21. In Table 4, we describe the
significance of CAMs for practical applications/services in
each computing paradigm shown in Figure 21.

As shown in Table 4, CAMs have played a vital role
in multiple emerging computing paradigms in different
contexts. Many sectors benefit from CAMs, including health-
care, SN service providers, recommender systems, third-
party apps, data mining infrastructures, intelligent services,
multi-party computations, policymakers, researchers, and
cloud-based services. In the coming years, CAMs can play
a vital role in preserving privacy of AI-based systems,
such as federated learning, swarm learning, and federated
analytics. The synergy of CAMs with these emerging
technologies can protect AI-based systems and the associ-
ated data (e.g., models, parameters, and underlying data).
Furthermore, CAMs have been increasingly applied to het-
erogeneous data formats for privacy preservation and utility
enhancements.

Apart from the strengths and weaknesses, we present a
quantitative analysis (e.g., average results) of SOTA studies
included in each computing paradigm in terms of privacy
preservation and utility enhancement in Figure 22. From

FIGURE 22. Quantitative analysis of CAMs proposed for different
computing paradigms.

the analysis, it can be observed that CAMs can improve
both the privacy and utility results significantly. Through
quantitative analysis of each study, we found that the lowest
and highest values of the utility improvements were 5.3%
and 96%, respectively. In contrast, the lowest and highest
improvements in privacy results were 2.1% and 75 %,
respectively.

The technical knowledge presented in Sections IV and V
was discovered in six ways, (i) detailed analysis of the
experiment section of many SOTA studies, (ii) analysis of
datasets used in the evaluation of CAMs, (iii) analysis of the
recent anonymity tools, (iv) use cases designed to compare
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TABLE 4. Significance of CAMs in multiple emerging computing paradigms (mainly regarding privacy preservation).

each study with prior ones, (v) critiques already published in
survey article about CAMs, and (vi) analyzing deficiencies in
the working methodology of published studies.

VI. DARK SIDE OF CLUSTERING-BASED
ANONYMIZATION MECHANISMS
Although CAMs have demonstrated more effectiveness in
preserving privacy and utility than traditional anonymization
approaches, they can also be used to jeopardize individual
privacy. For example, plenty of methods have been proposed
based on clustering concepts that can either re-identify people
or assist in inferring private information from anonymized
graphs/tables. Analysis of the dark side of CAMs can pave
the way to securing personal data against prying eyes in a
more practical way. Figure 23 presents a generic overview of
de-anonymization of published data and inferring SAs from
that data.

Zhang et al. [194] described an identity-revelation method
based on attributes from the anonymized G. The authors
achieved accuracy of up to 80% in de-anonymization of

FIGURE 23. Overview of the data de-anonymization process.

identities. Similarly, some de-anonymizing approaches have
used the community-clustering concept to group users,
and users’ de-anonymization was subsequently success-
ful [195]. Some approaches have jointly used clustering and
attribute information to correctly identify individuals from
privacy-preserved published graphs [196]. Shao et al. [197]
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TABLE 5. Detailed analysis (i.e., strengths and weaknesses) of the SOTA studies presented in Table 4.

proposed a robust de-anonymization method based on struc-
tural information from a published graph. Figure 24 illustrates
an overview of SN data de-anonymization. In figures 24
(b) and (c), users’ location information can be inferred
by linking anonymized and crawled networks, respectively.
Similarly, clustering concepts are employed to group simi-
lar/dissimilar people in order to infer their private information
by employing background knowledge or auxiliary graphs.

Due to the rapid developments in SN services, user
de-anonymization within an SN site and across SN sites
has become a very hot research topic. In line with the
trends, we summarize the contributions of clustering-based
de-anonymization methods in different computing environ-
ments, along with their data types, in Table 6. The analysis
presented in Table 6 provides another perspective on CAMs
(i.e., de-anonymization of users and their corresponding
personal information) that has remained unexplored in the
recent literature. By understanding the dynamics of such
research from the attackers’ perspectives, more secure and
resilient anonymity methods can be developed to preserve
users’ privacy. Furthermore, these kinds of analyses provide
a better overview of the research gaps to aid researchers who
are working on the defense side.

In Table 6, we compared various methods based on four
parameters (i.e., data/items exploited in de-anonymization,
objectives achieved in compromising user privacy, clustering
concepts employed, and target applications/services). The

FIGURE 24. Overview of SN de-anonymization by leveraging auxiliary
data (adapted from [197]).

last column of the table included pertinent studies fromwhich
detailed contents can be gathered for an in-depth investigation
of each method.

Key limitations (i.e., weaknesses) of each study listed in
Table 6 are discussed in Table 7. This extended knowledge
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TABLE 6. State-of-the-art clustering-based de-anonymization approaches employed to breach privacy.

demonstrates that CAMs can be used to infer the identity/SA
of the user with significantly higher %ages using various
kinds of data available at external sources (i.e., online
repositories, social networks, web searches, internet traffic
logs, etc.). However, the utilization of a strong privacy
mechanism and lower availability of auxiliary data can
restrict the re-identification rate.

FIGURE 25. Quantitative analysis of clustering-based de-anonymization
approaches.

Apart from the strengths and weaknesses, we present
a quantitative analysis (e.g., average re-identification rate
results) of SOTA studies included in Table 6 and 7 in
Figure 25. From the analysis, it can be observed that
de-anonymization approaches can significantly impact the

TABLE 7. Limitations of de-anonymization approaches listed in Table 6.

privacy of users. From the results, the lowest and highest
re-identification rate were 10% and 99.6 %, respectively.

VII. CHALLENGES OF CAMs AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
In this section, we highlight the technical challenges of CAMs
regarding user’s privacy preservation in recent times, and we
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provide promising avenues for future research taking into
account emerging computing systems.

A. OPEN CHALLENGES IN PERSEVERING USER PRIVACY
LEVERAGING CAMs
Due to the rapid increase in digital-solution use and adoption,
privacy protection has become more challenging. Owing to
pervasive technology developments, many users are deeply
concerned about privacy and the responsible use of their
personal information. Since sensitive data of all kinds about
an individual’s daily activities and schedules can easily be
collected now, there is a risk of intimate detail disclosures.
The rate of personal data collection is increasing at a
significantly rapid pace, and the scale and number of privacy
breaches are likely to increase in the coming years. Hence,
there is an emerging need to upgrade the existing defense
mechanisms and to propose new, sophisticated, privacy-
enhancing technologies. In Figure 26, we present a high
level description of different open challenges in information
privacy domain.

FIGURE 26. Overview of open challenges in information privacy domain.

We summarize below the details of fourteen unique
technical challenges of CAMs in protecting user privacy at
present.
• Quantifying the impacts of user’s attributes on privacy
and utility: Most CAMs give equal weight to all
attributes in data from a privacy and utility point of
view. However, recent research has shown that each item
within an attribute has a distinct impact on privacy and
utility [239]. For example, a zip code allows locating
someone more accurately than race and/or gender.
Similarly, gender is more appropriate for making credit-
related decisions, rather than age. Hence, quantifying the
impacts of a user’s attributes, and ensuring protection
based on such statistics in the CAMs, is challenging.

• Hidden disclosure of group privacy: With the advent
of big data, a new threat to information privacy has
emerged, named group privacy [240]. Most existing

CAMs provide strong resilience against privacy threats
concerning individual privacy. However, they are prone
to hidden disclosure of group privacy. For example,
clustering based on k-anonymity concepts can preserve
the privacy of one person in a group of k users, but it can
inevitably hurt group privacy. Hence, controlling group
privacy issues while preserving individual privacy when
leveraging CAMs is very challenging.

• Anonymization of imbalanced data: Generally, most
anonymization methods, including CAMs, work well
on balanced data (the distribution of most attribute
values is uniform). However, due to the rapid devel-
opments in AI (e.g., federated learning) and legal
measures enforcement, diverse values regarding indi-
viduals cannot be collected, leading to imbalanced
datasets. In these datasets, the distribution of most
attribute values is not uniform, and anonymization can
be highly complex [241], [242]. In such circumstances,
preserving privacy while sustaining high utility from
data anonymized using CAMs is very challenging.

• Applicability to heterogeneous types of data: Most
CAMswere designed for specific scenarios/applications,
and extension to diverse types of data is not
straightforward. For example, CAMs proposed for a
single SA cannot be directly applied to multiple-SA
scenarios. Similarly, CAMs proposed for tables cannot
be straightforwardly applied to directed graphs. Hence,
making each CAM efficient and applicable to diverse
data formats is very challenging.

• Effective resolution of the privacy-equity trade-off:
In the recent past, utility and privacy were regarded
as two conflicting goals. Optimizing for utility can
degrade privacy, and vice versa. A lot of research
has been conducted to resolve this universal trade-off
[243]–[245]. Recently, due to significant advancements
in AI techniques, a new trade-off, named privacy- equity,
has emerged that can lead to biased and inaccurate deci-
sion making about some minor groups [246]. However,
solving the privacy-equity trade-off with CAMs is very
challenging.

• Tailoring the objective function of clustering to pri-
vacy and utility expectations/goals: In most cases, the
objective function of CAMs usually focuses on grouping
similar data items in order to lessen the heavier changes
in anonymized data. By doing so, only one metric (e.g.,
utility) can be improved, and privacy issues such as
identity and SA disclosures inevitably occur [56]. How
to make the objective function aware of both utility and
privacy goals/expectations is very challenging.

• Reducing the computational complexity of CAMs:
Generally, the clustering process encompasses multi-
ple iterations and many hyperparameters, leading to
higher computing complexity while processing high-
dimensional datasets. In anonymization, the clustering
process usually adopts some anonymity requirements as
well (i.e., k users in a cluster/class); hence, computation
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complexity increases drastically [247]. Although some
efforts have been devoted to lowering the computing
complexity in CAMs [248], [249], reducing the com-
puting burdens of CAMs on high-dimensional and large
datasets is still very challenging.

• Ensuring sufficient resilience against AI-powered
attacks: In recent years, due to the proliferation of
AI-based systems, privacy breaches have increased
significantly because traditional anonymization mech-
anisms cannot ensure sufficient resilience against
AI-powered attacks [250]–[253]. AI-powered attacks
can be launched to disclose identities, SAs, and
memberships from large and complex datasets with
the help of hyperparameter tuning [254]. Hence, there
in an emerging need to integrate AI concepts in the
anonymization approaches for effective resolution of
privacy and utility. However, integrating AI concepts
in CAMs to safeguard the privacy of individuals from
multiple perspectives is very challenging.

• Adaptation of CAMs to more anonymization princi-
ples: In the published literature, most CAMs have
created synergy with the k-anonymity concept in order
to preserve user privacy in different settings [255].
Moreover, the k-anonymity concept is relatively weak at
resisting many contemporary privacy threats. Therefore,
establishing synergy in CAMswith more anonymization
principles (e.g., ε-DP) has become more urgent than
ever. However, establishing synergy between CAMs
and other sophisticated anonymization principles is
challenging due to the many differences in algo-
rithm designs. Furthermore, guaranteeing the con-
struct validity of these synergies is challenging due
to higher variations in personal data formats across
domains/applications.

• Consistent performance in the presence of outliers: The
presence of outliers (out-of-range values) in the data can
significantly increase the complexity of the anonymiza-
tion process, and the resulting anonymized dataset can
yield poor utility. Most traditional algorithms, such
as k-anonymity, `-diversity, and t-closeness, cannot
guarantee consistent performance when the original data
encompass outliers [256]. Furthermore, CAM perfor-
mance on data that contain outliers can be degraded,
and convergence cannot be achieved in a reasonable
time. Recently, some CAMs have been proposed to
efficiently detect outliers and minimize their impact on
the clustering process [257], [258]. However, devising
low-cost CAMs that can perform well on data with
outliers is still very challenging and requires further
development from the research community.

• Heterogeneous source data anonymization using CAMs:
In some real-world computing environments (e.g., the
IoT, IoMT, and IIoT), a huge amount of data is
collected from heterogeneous sources for analytical
purposes. These data play a vital role in pattern
extraction leading to effective and accurate decision

making. However, anonymization mechanisms based on
clustering concepts are paramount in such environments
in order to alleviate privacy concerns [135]. Recently,
some parallel clustering algorithms have been devised
to address data diversity and heterogeneity issues during
anonymization [259]–[261]. Moreover, the application
of CAMs on data originating from heterogeneous
sources is challenging due to the huge diversity in data
formats and correlations between tuples. In recent years,
personal data anonymization originating from different
devices in the form of distributed streams has become
a popular research topic [262], [263]. However, the
application of CAMs to such data is challenging due to
temporal differences in the stream order.

• Privacy preservation of AI-based systems/ infras-
tructures through CAMs: In recent years, there has
been an increasing focus on privacy preservation of
AI-based systems such as federated learning, deep
learning, and centralized machine learning [264]–[268].
These systems have become the target of malevolent
adversaries and require privacy preservation of the
model’s parameters, workflow, and underlying data.
The DP approach has been extensively investigated in
preserving privacy of AI-based systems/ infrastructures
[269]–[273]. However, the application of CAMs in
order to preserve AI-based system/infrastructure privacy
is challenging due to the fundamental differences in
workflows and data types.

• Adaptive configuration of clustering and privacy param-
eters in CAMs: Most CAMs developed for privacy
preservation require configuration of clustering (e.g.,
the number of clusters, the number of iterations, and
the optimizing strategy) as well as anonymization
parameters (the number of users in a cluster, the
similarity/dissimilarity threshold, the value ranges, etc.).
These have a significant impact on privacy preservation
and utility enhancement, and careful selection of param-
eters is vital to lowering the complications from the
anonymization process. However, devising CAMs with
as few parameters as possible without compromising
privacy and utility is challenging. In addition, applying
optimization strategies to select these parameter values
in order to optimize the clustering process is challenging
due to the differences in data styles or application
features.

• Verification/validity of internal, external, statistical, and
construct validity in CAMs: Most CAMs that have
been developed so far are threat-, domain-, and attack-
specific. Hence, their internal, external, statistical, and
construct validity cannot be guaranteed in most generic
scenarios. Moreover, due to various parameters and
optimization goals, validation of external, statistical, and
construct validity in CAMs is challenging. In addition,
quantifying the defence level accurately at the time of
anonymization is also challenging owing to inadequate
knowledge of an attacker’s expertise.
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FIGURE 27. Comprehensive overview of promising opportunities for future research and developments in the privacy arena.

Apart from the technical challenges cited above, accurate
quantification of privacy and utility levels offered by CAMs,
development of low-cost evaluation metrics for CAMs,
improving the interpretability of CAMs, resisting multiple
AI-powered attacks, and addressing the privacy versus utility
trade-off are all challenging tasks.

B. POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
IN PRIVACY DOMAIN
Owing to rapid digitization in recent years, especially during
the COVID-19 pandemic, privacy protection has become
one of the most trendy topics. Recently, many privacy
protection techniques have been developed to secure personal
data against manipulations in different digital infrastructures.
Considering the latest research dynamics and emerging
technologies, privacy protection will remain a concern
[274]–[278]. Based on the thorough analysis of the published
literature, the threats/challenges to information privacy in
recent times, and considering the existing countermeasures,

we highlight in Figure 27 various potential avenues for future
research.

With the advent of COVID-19, location data have been
used as one of the potential tools for accomplishing multiple
goals (e.g., contact tracing, surveillance, and quarantine
monitoring) [279], [280]. Since many apps constantly track
trajectories and location data, privacy issues of various kinds
can arise over matters such as targeted profiling, spatial-
temporal activities, web searches, interests, preferences, and
web-search patterns. Furthermore, location data published by
many location-based services can lead to privacy leaks due
to the availability of huge amounts of auxiliary information
about users. Recently, there has been an increasing focus
on devising practical anonymization methods to restrict
corporate surveillance and ensure responsible use of personal
data. In this line of work, devising practical, verifiable, and
efficient anonymization mechanisms is a vibrant avenue for
future research.

Primarily, most research in the information privacy area
has mainly focused on tabular and graph data. Moreover,
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due to the increase in sources of data generation, privacy
preservation mechanisms for images [281], videos [282],
stream data [283], and temporal data [284] have become hot
research topics. Despite many developments, this is still an
emerging avenue of research. The DP model is regarded as
one of the most promising solutions for privacy protection
in static and dynamic scenarios. However, due to excessive
noise added by the DP model during anonymization, the
utility of the anonymized data can be significantly low [285].
Hence, devising new methods that can boost the utility of the
DPmodel in most settings, especially in the healthcare sector,
is a vital research direction.

Generally, most anonymization methods have certain
parameters to consider (k , ε, t , `, etc.), and each parameter has
a distinct impact on privacy and utility [286]. Furthermore,
these parameters do not yield consistent performance in
diverse applications. Similarly, the synergy of anonymiza-
tion approaches with clustering approaches brings another
set of parameters. Hence, optimization of anonymization
and clustering parameters by introducing adaptive learning
strategies (or exploiting the inherent statistics of the data) is
an important research direction. Recently, machine learning
techniques have shown potential in securing personal data
from adversaries [287]. Hence, employing ML to preserve
privacy of data encompassed in diverse formats is a
vibrant area of research. In the published literature, most
privacy/utility evaluation metrics do not yield consistent
performance, and fail to provide sufficient resilience against
emerging privacy threats. Their performance differs from
application to application, and they mainly capture only
minor privacy attacks, or measure utility from fewer aspects.
Recently, there has been an increasing focus on developing
fine-grained evaluation metrics for PPDP [288]. Considering
their necessity and significance, devising accurate evaluation
metrics that can accurately measure the privacy and utility
levels is an active area of research.

Since the emergence of COVID-19, privacy has become
a main concern for most people around the globe due to
the rapid proliferation of digital surveillance technologies.
In these technologies, intimate details of people’s lives
are collected in order to control the effects from the
pandemic. However, due to data transfer in cyberspace and
the invasive use of personal data, privacy issues were reported
from different regions. In the early days of the pandemic,
due to privacy issues and interference in personal lives,
some people even committed suicide in South Korea [289].
Furthermore, a lot of personal data (travel logs, mobility
data, facility visits, generic personal information, etc.)
have been transferred to cyberspace amid this pandemic.
Hence, privacy issues will spark renewed interest in the
near future. Considering the circumstances, finding practical
privacy-preserving methods from the different perspectives
shown in Figure 27 is a hot research area. Furthermore,
devising solutions for synthetic data generation that can fulfil
the data demands of researchers is also an emerging avenue of
research [290].

Retaining sufficient utility in anonymized data without
compromising privacy is a very hot research area because,
in most cases, high-quality data are usually preferred
for data mining tasks [291], [292]. Restricting extensive
changes during data anonymization is imperative to yielding
high-quality anonymized data, but this can only be possible
by exploiting hidden characteristics of the underlying data to
be anonymized. Considering the significance of high-utility
datasets, anonymity methods that can restrict heavier changes
in data conversion are required to improve the performance of
knowledge-based systems/applications. Recently, it has been
suggested that there exist various groups (major, minor, super
minor) in data, leading to a new trade-off: privacy versus
equity [246]. We demonstrate this trade-off in Figure 28,
and an effective resolution of this trade-off is imperative
in decision-making. Hence, there is an emerging need
to develop privacy-preserving methods for this important
research direction. Recently, due to pervasive technologies
such as the IoT, SN, and fog/edge computing, a huge amount
of distributed data (a.k.a. aggregated data) is available about
individuals [293]. The data anonymized in one domain can
be de-anonymized by linking them with another domain.
To avoid these issues, finding practical anonymization meth-
ods that can provide resilience in aggregated data is a vibrant
area of research. Most anonymity methods published so
far have mainly focused on individual privacy preservation,
which can still lead to group-privacy disclosures. With the
advent of big data technologies, more practical methods that
can simultaneously guarantee individual privacy, as well as
group privacy, are needed in the near future.

FIGURE 28. Overview of the privacy-versus-equity trade-off in PPDP.

In recent years, privacy preservation in AI-based systems
has become one of the famous research areas that require
robust mitigating strategies in order to lower potential
privacy risks [294]. There is a pressing need to devise
privacy-preserving solutions for all critical components of
AI-based systems, such as data input (client-devices/sensors),
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data pre-processing, ML models, and output [295]. With the
advent of federated learning [296], privacy in AI has become
a trendy topic, because FL requires privacy preservation
from different perspectives. The conceptual overview of FL
is shown in Figure 29. The privacy landscape of FL is
relatively extensive, compared to centralized learning, due to
its distributed nature [297]. The difference between central
learning (CL) and FL is demonstrated in Eq. 3:

Case(CL||FL) =

{
data→ algorithms, CL
algorithms→ data, FL

(3)

As shown in Figure 29 and Equation 3, FL brings algorithm
close to data that is why it is one of the famous privacy
preserving paradigms in recent times.

FIGURE 29. Technical overview of federated learning paradigm.

Recently, Ferrag et al. [298] comprehensively discussed
various methods for mitigating cybersecurity issues in IoT
environments using federated deep learning approaches.
Through experimental analysis, the authors proved that
federated deep learning approaches are superior com-
pared to non-FL approaches in many ways (i.e., privacy
preservation of IoT devices’ data, and attacks detec-
tion accuracy). Treleaven et al. [299] discussed the data
ecosystem, and highlighted the relationship between FL
and other data science technologies. The authors high-
lighted various engineering issues in the FL ecosystem.
Bouacida et al. [300] discussed many vulnerabilities of the
FL paradigm from user/participants, server, and aggregation
protocol perspectives. The authors suggested a technology
stack and valuable directions to mitigate those vulnerabilities.
Benmalek et al. [301] provided a holistic view of the security
concerns in the FL paradigm. The authors have discussed
various attacks and vulnerabilities in FL and recently
developed promising defense mechanisms against them.
Li et al. [302] discussed the challenges and characteristics of
the FL ecosystem from technical perspectives. The authors
provided a broad survey about the technical problems of the

FL ecosystem, especially regarding privacy preservation. The
authors pointed out that significant interdisciplinary efforts
are needed in order to solvemost technical problems of the FL
paradigm. Shyu et al. [303] discussed data-related challenges
concerning the FL paradigm in the healthcare industry,
and suggested valuable directions to solve those challenges.
In recent years, FL has been thoroughly investigated from
applications as well as threats point of view. We refer
interested readers to learn more about the FL ecosystem from
recently published previous surveys [304]–[306].

In FL, multiple adversarial attacks can be launched, such as
model inversion, data poisoning, model poisoning, and data
re-construction. Furthermore, the privacy of participating
clients and their associated personal data needs to be
preserved in an effective way. A large number of studies have
been published on defending against adversarial attacks on
FL, however, there is still a lot of room to improve the privacy
in such systems. Considering the need for privacy-preserving
mechanisms in the FL context, provable privacy-preserving
methods to safeguard FL systems from adversarial attacks,
as shown in Figure 27, is an emerging avenue of research.

The last six directions listed in Figure 27 are related
to development. To this end, devising privacy policies,
visualizing and monitoring data flows in digital systems,
quantifying privacy and privacy loss in web data are needed,
as well as integrating ML-based methods for analyzing
the sensitivity of data in multi-party computing environ-
ments, developing anonymization methods that can work in
client devices, constant updating of security patches, and
integration of legal measures with other robust methods,
such as privacy by design (PbD) to secure personal data
in third-party applications. In this line of work, answering
data analysts’ queries by ensuring sufficient privacy is
an emerging avenue of research. Furthermore, developing
low-cost solutions to generate synthetic data from real data
in order to fulfill the demands of researchers is a main focus
of research these days. In addition, there is a pressing need
to develop privacy-preserving methods to ensure privacy for
data originating from different computing environments, such
as SN, sensors, actuators, and wearables.

With the evolution of FL and FL-based systems, federated
analytics (FA) has emerged as a new collaborative analytics
paradigm that solves the data-mining-related tasks without
centralizing data from edge devices [307]. In line with the
trends, it is imperative to develop prototypes and full-scale
systems to realize FA on large and high-dimensional datasets.
Furthermore, the integration of FA with systems that are
used to fight the COVID-19 pandemic is a vibrant area
of research. In recent years, there has been an increasing
focus on the responsible use of personal data. In this line of
work, some anonymization mechanisms have been recently
developed for data dissemination [308]–[310]. However,
this area still requires practical anonymity solutions to
ensure confidentiality and transparency amid continuous
data generation from different sectors. Lastly, improving the
efficiency and efficacy of anonymization methods leveraging
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soft computing techniques is also an emerging avenue for
research [311]. Considering the ever-changing landscape
of privacy threats, developing computationally efficient
and robust anonymization techniques that encompass fewer
parameters and steps to increase defenses against adversarial
attacks without degrading data utility is a hot research area
for the near future.

In recent years, many real-time applications have emerged
to facilitate decision-making by utilizing data produced by
IoT/wearable devices. Although these applications assist in
robust decision-making, privacy issues can also occur due to
personal data involved in such applications. Therefore, data
protection regulations, as well as fair information principles
(FIPs), are being developed/adopted across the globe for
the privacy-preservation of personal data. We demonstrate
emerging real-time computing applications in Figure 30.
All these applications listed in Figure 30 mostly work
with real-time data. Recently, Shen et al. [312] discussed a
real-time pricing method for big data environments based
on DP. The proposed method produces aggregated query
answers with minimal noise to facilitate data owners and
data buyers in a privacy-preserved way. Sanchez et al. [313]
presented a cyber-security platform that restricts privacy
issues in the healthcare ecosystem in an automated way.
The developed platform helps in developing many real-time
innovative applications in the healthcare sector. In this line
of this work, Awotunde et al. [314] developed a real-time
framework based on an IoT-based cloud system to monitor
the patients’ condition. The proposed framework works
with real-time data obtained from IoT sensors and alerts
medical staff to advise patients when their health conditions
change in hospitals. Recently, searching for the desired
data item (or querying ) from encrypted data has been
extensively investigated to preserve the privacy of underlying
original data in dynamic setting [315]. This technology
has been extensively used in real-time applications for data
mining-related tasks without compromising users’ privacy.

FIGURE 30. Overview of real-time computing (RTC) applications.

Due to the proliferation of IoT and cloud-based smart
devices, medical jobs have been taken up by AI systems.

In this regard, a real-time system that utilizes IoT devices to
identify/detect patients suffering from respiratory diseasewas
recently proposed by Akram et al. [316]. Similarly, a real-
time platform, named OnTimeEvidence was proposed by
Alarcon et al. [317] to find multiple data sources related to
healthcare in order to facilitate healthcare data consumers.
In the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, many real-time contact
tracing applications have been developed that utilize IoT
devices data in order to curb the spread of COVID-19 by iden-
tifying potentially suspected COVID-19 cases [318], [319].
In these applications, proximity and nature of contacts were
analyzed in real-time to identify the contacts of confirmed
cases as quickly as possible to lower the spread. In many
smart city applications, real-time data was extensively used
to make intelligent decisions, route suggestions, and product
recommendations, to name a few. Zhang et al. [320] recently
proposed a privacy-preserved real-time system for streaming
traffic using the DP model. Tang et al. [321] proposed a
real-time resource management scheme for cyber-physical–
social systems (CPSSs). The proposed schememaximizes the
profit of the CPSS operator, and incentives users. Recently,
due to an increase in avenues of data generation, many
real-time applications that can gather and process stream data
have emerged [322]–[325]. These stream-based applications
can assist in performing basic data mining tasks (i.e.,
frequency analysis, alerting, monitoring, association rules,
etc.) as well as advanced analytics such as video-based
analytics, rules-based co-relations, event detection, pattern
recognition, etc.

Knowledge-based systems can assist in solving complex
problems using a knowledge base (i.e., a large and complex
database). Chen et al. [326] proposed a real-time diagnosis
method for surveillance videos based on deep learning
combined with multiscale feature fusion in order to detect
multiple types of anomalies. The proposed method can dis-
tinguish between normal and anomalous images with 98.52%
accuracy. Recently, training/learning high-quality AI models
from imbalanced data in real-time applications has become
a popular research topic [327]. Vu et al. [328] developed
a novel collaborative data model for semi-fully distributed
settings for real-time medical applications. The proposed
model employs the Naive Bayes classification to provide both
privacy and accuracy in many real-life applications. In this
line of work, researchers have explored the multi-class imbal-
anced problems in order to improve classifiers’ performance
from multiple perspectives [329]. Blockchain technology has
revolutionized the privacy domain by removing the heavy
reliance on a central server. Li et al. [330] discussed a prov-
ably secure method for privacy preservation in real-time IoT
applications. Wen et al. [331] discussed a mobile medical,
a system that ensures privacy and security of sensitive data
while users can enjoy multiple medical services. Mobile
medical makes use of identity authentication and blockchain
technology in order to restrict information sharing with the
server, and only minimal information is shared with the
server.
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Recently, many fog/edge-based applications have been
developed to avoid any delay in real-time monitoring
applications that collect and process real-time data.
Sarrab et al. [331] discussed a fog computing method for
preserving data privacy in IoT-based healthcare. The pro-
posed healthcare internet of things (H-IoT)-based framework
classifies data based on criticality, and only some data is
moved to the cloud environments. The h-IoT framework
can restrict privacy breaches and can avoid delays in time-
critical real-time applications. Alzoubi et al. [332] suggested
blockchain as a promising privacy-preserving mechanism
for fog computing. Recently, fog and edge computing
applications have been recognized as a promising tool for
the prognosis and diagnosis of many critical diseases in the
healthcare industry [333]. Due to the resource limitations
and lack of technical knowledge, many companies outsource
computations to external 3rd party servers. Computational
offloading has become a very popular trend in recent times
due to the huge proliferation of IoT-based applications across
the globe. Xu et al. [334] discussed a promising solution for
computational offloading in cloud-enabled IoT via federated
deep reinforcement learning. The proposed method separates
the high context-aware data from low context-aware data,
and some parts of low context-aware data are sent to
edge devices for processing. Wang Jin [335] discussed a
computational offloading method for computation-intensive
services without sacrificing guarantees on users’ privacy. The
proposed method’s effectiveness was tested through various
workflow parameters.

FIGURE 31. Workflow diagram of the federated analytics (FA).

In 2017, Google coined the term federated analytics (FA),
performing analytics on local devices with data in way
analogous to FL as shown in Figure 31. FA is another
real-time technology resulting from FL and is based on the
distributed computing paradigm [336]. It has been used in
diverse fields such as medical, supply chain, finance, and
energy sector for online analytics [337]. In the near future,
FAwill be one of themainstream real-time technologies in the
collaborative learning domain. In the context of the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, FA has beenwidely used frommultiple
perspectives such as vaccine efficacy analysis for different
subgroups, contact tracing [338], for analytics of the impact
of COVID-19 and other diseases, in the categorization of

effects from COVID-19 based on demographics, for identifi-
cation of COVID-19 risk factors, prediction of vulnerability
indexes [339], and mortality/case predictions, to name a few.
Although all real-time technologies cited above have helped
societies/communities in multiple ways, their investigation
regarding privacy protection and real-world deployment is
yet to be made. From the extensive analysis of published
literature, we suggest devising practical privacy-preserving
solutions for real-time technologies that can ensure privacy
preservation of personal data enclosed in diverse formats (i.e.,
logs, tables, graphs, streams, images, etc.) along with service
requirements (i.e., scalability, low latency, transparency,
trustworthiness, easy to use, availability, etc.).

According to the recent report of stonebranch1 on IT
automation state across the globe, 88 % of companies
have a plan to invest in IT orchestration and automation
in the year 2022. However, stonebranch identifies many
challenges that hinder the adoption of IT solutions (e.g., cloud
computing) through an in-depth survey. The respondents
of this survey were IT professionals working in different
IT-related enterprises. Among many other challenges, secu-
rity and privacy concerns were regarded as one of the main
barriers to IT adoption. In Table 8, we present a list of
top reasons that are currently hindering the job’s placement
in public clouds. As shown in Table 8, 58% respondents
think privacy and security as the main barrier when placing
(or deciding to place) computing jobs in public clouds.
Most of the existing privacy solutions are scenario-specific,
and cannot ensure strong privacy and security of data in
cloud environments. Considering the expected boom in IT
orchestration and automation, robust solutions that can ensure
strong privacy and security are required in the coming years.
Apart from privacy protection at the data distribution stage,
approaches are needed that can secure the complete lifecycle
of data handling (i.e., collection, storage, pre-processing,
analytics, distribution, use, and archival), especially in cloud
computing environments.

TABLE 8. Top reasons that are hindering jobs placement in public clouds.

From the extensive analysis of published literature and
existing developments, we found that there are still a lot of
opportunities to develop practical privacy-preserving mecha-
nisms or tools that can ensure privacy preservation in static
and dynamic scenarios [340]. Devising practical methods
to preserve privacy while integrating multiple technologies
is another attractive area of research [341]. Furthermore,
we suggest devising technical privacy-preserving solutions

1https://www.stonebranch.com/
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for real-time technologies, heterogeneous types of personal
data (i.e., logs, streams, graphs, time series data, videos,
images, etc.), multiple computing paradigms (SN, IoT, CC,
AI-based systems, IoT, etc.), and integrated technologies (i.e.,
FL and blockchain, IoT and cloud computing, anonymiza-
tion and encryption, etc.). Most importantly, the need for
privacy-preserved solutions has been greatly felt during
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic across the globe. Hence,
proposing socio-technical and practical solutions to fight
infectious diseases without sacrificing the guarantees of
individual privacy is also a vibrant area of research in the
coming years.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we described the findings of the lat-
est SOTA research that proposed ways to overcome
privacy issues in data sharing by leveraging cluster-
ing concepts. Recently, there has been an increasing
focus on developing clustering-based anonymization mech-
anisms (CAMs) for responsible data science,2 and this
research area is gaining researchers’ interest dramatically.
CAMs have demonstrated their effectiveness in improv-
ing various technical aspects of traditional anonymization
methods (e.g., k-anonymity, `-diversity, and t-closeness)
regarding better privacy-preservation and utility enhance-
ments in privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP). Hence,
it is of paramount importance to deliver good perspec-
tives on information privacy involving heterogeneous data
styles along with recent CAMs. In this work, we pre-
sented detailed and systematic coverage of CAMs used for
securely publishing personal data enclosed in heterogeneous
formats. Specifically, we mapped the existing CAMs to
ten different data styles (tables, graphs, matrixes, logs,
streams, traces, multimedia, text, documents, and hybrids),
and we summarized and analyzed key features, including
strengths, weaknesses, and clustering algorithms used in
each study. Furthermore, we discussed the significance of
CAMs in the emerging computing paradigms (e.g., social
networks, cloud computing, location-based services, IoT-
based applications/services, and AI-based services) that will
assist in understanding research dynamics in these paradigms
as well as in developing more practical anonymization
solutions for them. In addition, we discussed the dark side
of CAMs, exploited by malevolent adversaries to breach
individual privacy by leveraging clustering algorithms and
their respective data items. We discussed the substantial
number of open challenges faced by the anonymization
approaches that employ clustering concepts. Finally, we dis-
cussed various promising opportunities for future research
considering the ever-changing landscape of privacy threats
in recent times amid continuous technological developments.
Based on the analysis of recent developments in CAMs,
we examined that no single CAM could allay all types
of privacy threats emanating from personal data handling

2https://redasci.org/

in digital environments. However, CAMs that have used
low-cost clustering methods and that have shown better
performance against major privacy threats on benchmark
datasets are believed to be most effective for preserving
privacy and utility in data analysis. Moreover, considering
the recent research trends, the efficacy of these CAMs
against AI-powered attacks in dynamic scenarios needs
rigorous verification from both theoretical and experimental
perspectives. The contents of this article can pave the way
to improving existing CAMs as well as developing new
CAMs to safeguard against emerging privacy threats in future
endeavours.
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